When choosing an electromagnetic tracking system ͑EMTS͒ for image-guided procedures several factors must be taken into consideration. Among others these include the system's refresh rate, the number of sensors that need to be tracked, the size of the navigated region, the system interaction with the environment, whether the sensors can be embedded into the tools and provide the desired transformation data, and tracking accuracy and robustness. To date, the only factors that have been studied extensively are the accuracy and the susceptibility of EMTSs to distortions caused by ferromagnetic materials. In this paper the authors shift the focus from analysis of system accuracy and stability to the broader set of factors influencing the utility of EMTS in the clinical environment. The authors provide an analysis based on all of the factors specified above, as assessed in three clinical environments. They evaluate two commercial tracking systems, the Aurora system from Northern Digital Inc., and the 3D Guidance system with three different field generators from Ascension Technology Corp. The authors show that these systems are applicable to specific procedures and specific environments, but that currently, no single system configuration provides a comprehensive solution across procedures and environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking systems are a key component in image-guided interventions. 1 Of the several types of available systems, optical ones were the first to be widely adopted in the clinical environment, as they provide accurate measurements that are not significantly affected by environmental factors. These systems have two key characteristics that limit their use in many interventions. They require a direct line of sight between the tracking system and tracked tools, and they cannot track flexible instruments. Electromagnetic tracking systems ͑EMTSs͒ do not place such restrictions and are thus potentially applicable in a large number of interventions that utilize flexible instruments inside the body. On the other hand EMTSs are often less accurate than optical systems and are susceptible to distortions induced by ferromagnetic materials. These challenges have led researchers to evaluate EMTSs using a focused approach, characterizing system accuracy and stability. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] More recently, researchers have realized that generalizing results obtained in one environment to others is not straightforward. As a result, current accuracy evaluation studies have focused on specific clinical settings. 2, 5, 6 Thus, one should use the manufacturer specified accuracy numbers only as a guideline, most likely obtained in an ideal environment. While these studies address the two primary challenges associated with the use of an EMTS in the clinic they do not cover all aspects determining the utility of these systems.
In this paper we identify a comprehensive set of factors that influence the utility of an EMTS in the clinical environment. We then evaluate two commercially available systems based on these factors, the 3D Guidance system from Ascension Technology Corp. ͑Milton, VT͒ and the Aurora system from Northern Digital Inc. ͑Waterloo, ON, Canada͒.
The motivation for the current evaluation stems from our experience in developing image-guidance systems using the Aurora EMTS. While tracking accuracy and robustness are critical factors, they are not sufficient for making an informed decision with regard to the utility of EMTS tracking for a specific procedure performed in a specific environment. The procedures we have targeted include radio frequency ablation ͑RFA͒ of liver tumors, 7 creation of a transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt ͑TIPS͒, 8 carotid stent deployment, 9 vertebroplasty, 10 needle biopsies of liver lesions, 11 and transbronchial biopsies. 12 These procedures are performed in three different environments: an interventional radiology suite, a CT suite, and a pulmonology suite ͑Fig. 1͒. Our primary environment is the interventional radiology suite. It houses a floor mounted C-arm based cone beam CT ͑CBCT͒ system, the Siemens Axiom Artis dFA, which provides both volumetric images and projection images. The first four procedures, RFA, TIPS, carotid stent deployment, and vertebroplasty, are performed in this room. They utilize tracked needles, catheters, and vertebroplasty trochars. The liver lesion biopsies are performed in the CT suite and utilize needles. This suite houses a Siemens Somatom volume zoom CT machine that provides volumetric data and also real time single slice imaging CT fluoroscopy. Finally, the transbronchial biopsies are performed in the pulmonology suite using biopsy forceps inserted through the flexible bronchoscope's working channel. The bronchoscope we use in this suite is the Pentax EB-1530T2. Fig. 2 shows the various tools used in these procedures.
Ideally, we would like to have a single EMTS that is applicable across procedures and environments. Based on the set of procedures enumerated above we define the following requirements from this ideal EMTS: ͑1͒ Refresh rate: refresh rate of 100 Hz with a latency of less than 1 ms regardless of the number of deployed sensors, ensuring availability of up to date guidance information at a rate that is three times higher than current real time display. ͑2͒ Concurrency: tracks up to 30 sensors concurrently, potentially tracking multiple flexible tools with several sensors embedded in each tool. ͑3͒ Working volume: effective work volume of 5 3 m ͑room sized͒. ͑4͒ Obtrusiveness: sensors are wireless and can function for several hours, all hardware components can be positioned so that they do not restrict the physical access to the patient, and the system does not have any effect on other devices used during the procedure. ͑5͒ Completeness: sensors are small enough to embed in any tool and provide all six degrees of freedom ͑6DOF sensors͒. ͑6͒ Accuracy: resolution less than 0.1 mm and 0.1°, similar to current high end optical systems. ͑7͒ Robustness: not affected by the environment ͑light, sound, ferromagnetic materials, etc.͒.
Having established the requirements from the ideal EMTS we are now ready to evaluate existing EMTSs based on the way they address these requirements.
As far as we are aware, there are only three vendors for stand-alone EMTS, Ascension Technology Corp. ͑Milton, VT͒, 13 Northern Digital Inc. ͑Waterloo, ON, Canada͒, 14 and Polhemus ͑Burlington, VT͒. 15 In this study we evaluated the 3D Guidance ͑Ascension Technology Corp.͒ and Aurora ͑Northern Digital Inc.͒ systems. We did not evaluate any of the tracking systems from Polhemus, as the sensor size used by these systems is on the scale of several centimeters which precludes embedding them in any of the medical devices which we need to track.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this work we assess the 3D Guidance and Aurora EMTSs. Both systems consist of three basic components, the field generator, a system control unit that interfaces with a PC, and tracked sensor coils and their respective interfaces to the system control unit. Note that the 3D Guidance system is evaluated in three configurations, using the flat-panel, midrange, and short-range field generators. Figure 3 shows the system components for both EMTSs as used in this study.
From our prior experience with assessing the accuracy of the Aurora EMTS, 6 we have observed that performance is highly dependent on the interventional environment. The presence of medical apparatus distorts measurements in a manner unique to each setup. We thus believe that, while electromagnetic tracking is a viable option for tracking in the clinical environment its applicability should be evaluated per environment, and even more specifically on a per procedure basis. Hence, our evaluation is based on the way each system addresses the requirements described above in a set of specific environments or procedures where relevant.
II.A. Refresh rate
Refresh rate is important primarily when the data from the tracking system is used to provide quantitative guidance to the physician. This is the case in our needle biopsy application. As the physician inserts the needle towards the tumor, insertion depth is monitored using the distance between the needle tip and the target. This distance should be updated at a rate that does not limit the physicians actions.
The maximal refresh rate for the 3D Guidance system according to manufacturer specifications is 160 Hz when using the flat-panel field generator and 375 Hz when using the midrange and short-range field generators. The factory default refresh rate, set for optimal accuracy, for the flat-panel field generator is about 40 Hz and for the midrange and short-range field generators is about 68 Hz. We empirically evaluated the refresh rates for all three configurations using six degree of freedom ͑6DOF͒ sensors.
The maximal refresh rate for the Aurora system according to manufacturer specifications is 40 Hz. We empirically evaluated this system using five degree of freedom ͑5DOF͒ sensors.
Actual refresh rate was estimated as follows. All tools were manually translated inside the tracked region for a period of approximately 30 s. Time stamped data was acquired using a custom program from Ascension Corp. for the 3D Guidance system and a program developed in-house for the Aurora system. Both programs continuously request new measurements from the tracking system and record the returned measurement and a time stamp with millisecond resolution. The actual refresh rate is defined by the mean difference between consecutive time stamps. To test if the number of sensors affects the refresh rate the experiment was repeated using between one and four sensors.
System latency was only assessed qualitatively with respect to user perceived lag between moving a tracked sensor and the on screen motion of its simple mesh representation. This qualitative evaluation places an upper bound on the tracking system's latency as it also incorporates the latency introduced by the graphics pipeline.
II.B. Concurrency
The 3D Guidance system supports tracking of up to 12 5DOF sensors and eight 6DOF sensors. The Aurora system supports tracking of up to eight 5DOF sensors or four 6DOF sensors. In the clinical setting, the number of tools that need to be tracked simultaneously is limited by the number of operating physicians and the complexity of the clinical procedure being performed. Therefore it is likely that most clinical procedures utilizing EMTS will rarely need to track more than a handful of tools at any given time. However, as the use of EMTS in the clinical environment proliferates, it is conceivable that flexible tools embedded with multiple sensors will require concurrent tracking of more than 12 sensors.
II.C. Working volume
The measurement space of an EMTS is defined as a volume around the field generator that is energized by AC or DC magnetic fields of a characterized nature. An EM sensor that is introduced within this volume responds with an induced voltage across the sensor that is proportional to the excitation field strength at that location. The drop-off in excitation signal power is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance from the field generator. 16 Therefore, signal quality degrades the further away the sensor is from the field generator. For this reason, most manufacturers either specify measurement accuracy as a function of distance from the field generator ͑Aurora͒ or define an optimal subvolume wherein submillimetric or millimetric accuracy can be expected ͑3D Guidance͒. We defined the ideal effective work volume as a tracking volume of 5 3 m ͑room sized͒. The rationale here is that in a clinical environment it is desirable to incorporate systems in as nonintrusive a manner as possible. With a room sized effective tracking volume, the positioning of the field generator relative to the patient is not an issue as the patient is always inside the tracked volume. In addition, the physical obtrusiveness of the system is greatly reduced as the generator can be positioned in the room in a flexible manner so that it does not restrict access to the patient or the mobility of medical staff and equipment. The reality, however, is that there are currently no systems that facilitate tracking of sensors smaller than 2 mm diameter within a volume larger than 1 m 3 . Based on the progression of EMTS since its development in the 1970s, it is conceivable that any system capable of tracking small sensors within a room-sized environment will be severely plagued by distortion and would most likely achieve this through stronger excitation signals that can potentially have an adverse effect on other medical apparatus. For practical purposes the use of an EMTS in a procedure is dependent on the active working area required for the intervention. That is, tracking must be possible in a volume that encompasses the anatomy of interest. In practice we have found that judicious positioning of the field generator does compensate for the currently available work volumes.
The 3D Guidance system's working volume is dependent on the electromagnetic field generator. The optimal work volume ͑OWV͒ for each field generator is further defined by the manufacturer based on the type and size of the tracked sensor. With the flat-panel field generator the system's working volume is a rectangular prism, 520ϫ 520ϫ 520 mm 3 ͑x , y , z͒. The OWV is defined as a rectangular prism with sides of 400ϫ 400ϫ 360 mm 3 irrespective of the sensor used. The work volumes for the midrange and short-range field generators are defined in terms of the radial distance from the center of the field generator. The origin for the midrange and short-range field generators is approximately located at the center of the field generator with the tracked volume being a sphere with a radius of 580 mm. The OWV for the midrange field generator is a rectangular prism with sides of 310ϫ 460ϫ 300 mm 3 volume located 200 mm from the center of the field generator for a 1.8 mm 6DOF sensor and a 160ϫ 160ϫ 160 mm 3 for the 1.3 mm 6DOF. The OWV for the short-range field generator is a 160ϫ 160ϫ 160 mm 3 cube irrespective of the type of sensor used. The Aurora system provides a working volume of 500ϫ 500ϫ 500 mm 3 , which is its OWV. In further discussions with the Aurora manufacturer we were informed that there is an optional upgrade to the system that provides a silo shaped work volume that is larger than the one evaluated by us. That system was not included in this study. Figure 4 displays the work volumes of all the systems evaluated in this study.
The small size of the optimal work volume provided by the 3D Guidance system with the short-range field generator and with the midrange generator with the 1.3 mm sensors requires special consideration when positioning the field generator relative to the patient. For all of our procedures, except for carotid stent deployment, a work volume of 500ϫ 500 ϫ 500 mm 3 allows us to position the field generator with relative ease so that the tracked region encompasses the anatomical structures of interest. For carotid stent deployment, the initial part of the navigation starting at the femoral artery is performed using the current clinical approach, and once the tracked volume is reached the physician can use our navigation system.
II.D. Obtrusiveness
The obtrusiveness of an EMTS manifests itself in two ways: the physical presence of the system and the effect of its electronic components on medical apparatus. The physical obtrusiveness of a system stems from the fact that we introduce additional hardware into a clinical environment which is most often already cramped. Both the Aurora and 3D Guidance systems are wired. That is, the tracked tools are connected via wires to the control unit. While this does not preclude any of the procedures we are investigating, it does make them more cumbersome. More importantly, these additional wires require caution on the part of the medical staff when moving around the patient. In addition, the physical presence of an EMTS may interfere with imaging if system components are in the field of view of the imaging apparatus.
Electrical obtrusiveness is assessed based on the system's influence on the imaging apparatus employed in each procedure. This is done by positioning the tracking system, acquiring images of a phantom while the system is still off, and then acquiring the same images while tracking. In some cases we have noticed that the images acquired during tracking are slightly degraded. We provide a qualitative analysis of the image quality. We do not perform quantitative analysis ͑e.g., peak signal to noise ratio͒ as it does not reflect the perceptual quality of the images which is the relevant quantity. In Fig. 5 we give an example of CBCT images of an abdominal phantom, showing that quantities such as peak signal to noise ratio do not correlate with perceptual quality. In this case the image is artificially corrupted once with impulse noise and once using a low pass filter resulting in the same peak signal to noise ratio ͑34.4 dB͒, which clearly does not reflect their perceptual quality. Finally, in a medical context, two images may have an overall similar perceptual quality but differ in their utility. For example, the location of small catheters can be obscured by localized impulse noise which otherwise does not detract from the overall perceptual quality of the image.
All of our imaging experiments in the interventional radiology and CT suites utilized an interventional 3D abdominal phantom ͑CIRS, Norfolk, VA͒. This phantom is composed of materials that mimic the x-ray attenuation of human tissue. All of the imaging experiments in the pulmonology suite utilized a pulmonary phantom, the AC9/8 flourescent bronchial tree ͑Adam, Rouilly Ltd., Kent, UK͒.
II.E. Completeness
Both the Aurora and 3D Guidance systems support 5DOF and 6DOF sensors. The distinction between these two sensor types is that the 5DOF sensors do not resolve the rotation angle around the EM sensor's main axis. For the Aurora system the smallest 5͑6͒DOF sensors have a diameter of 0.55 ͑1.8͒ mm. For the 3D Guidance system the smallest 5͑6͒DOF sensors have a diameter of 0.3 ͑1.3͒ mm. While we prefer to use 6DOF sensors these are not necessarily required for all applications. We evaluate the necessity of using 6DOF sensors on a per procedure basis with regard to the required guidance and the constraints imposed by the specific tool sizes. 
II.F. Accuracy
The accuracy of each system was evaluated using a protocol similar to that described by Wilson et al. 6 The protocol assesses the system's static accuracy. A Plexiglass phantom is used to acquire data measurements at 225 locations. The phantom is a 180ϫ 180ϫ 180 mm 3 cube with a 15ϫ 15 grid layout of holes on the top face. Each hole was drilled to a random known depth ranging from 10 to 140 mm. After construction, the depth of each hole was measured using an industrial depth gauge with a resolution of 0.01 mm and instrumentation error under 0.03 mm.
At each of the 225 locations, 100 transformations are sampled and a representative transformation is estimated. The translational part of this transformation is the arithmetic mean of the acquired translations. The rotational part is obtained as the arithmetic mean of the rotations, represented as unit quaternions, followed by normalization. While this estimate of the mean rotation initially ignores the fact that rotations belong to a nonlinear manifold, it has been shown that after renormalization this is an acceptable estimate. 17 We also record the distance of each of these 100 samples from the EMTS origin and the range of the distance variability, reflecting the system's stability. The phantom and EMTS coordinate systems are then registered using paired-point rigid registration. 18 For each hole we compute the distance between the known point location and the reported one after applying the registration transformation. We also compute the angular difference between the known hole orientation and the reported one, again after applying the registration transformation.
For the registered data we provide the following descriptive statistics: maximal sample variation, rms error, mean error, standard deviation, error range, maximal error, and 95 percentile. It should be noted that from a clinical standpoint the mean and standard deviations of the errors are less meaningful as patient safety requires that we obtain bounds on the worst case behavior. We thus feel that the 95th percentile is the single most meaningful measure. The maximal sample variability describes the variability in the logged samples at each location and is defined as
where d i is the distance from the EMTS origin for the ith acquisition at location j. The impetus for this measure is that we found some devices to offer excellent overall accuracy when averaged across 100 samples, but, within the samples there was a great deal of variability. Thus, for an accurate measurement the actual refresh rate is potentially reduced to one that is clinically unacceptable. We use the maximal sample variability to denote the overall stability of EM measurements when using the system's default refresh rate.
Our goal is to assess the system accuracy in a setting that is as close as possible to the clinical one. We thus position our phantom so that its spatial location occupies the expected patient position, and its orientation is similar to the expected direction of tool insertion.
System accuracy was first assessed in an office, a ferromagnetically clean environment, and then in each of the clinical environments using the protocol described above. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup in the three clinical environments. In the interventional radiology suite the distance between the C arm and the center of the measurement space was approximately 200 cm. In the CT suite the distance between the CT gantry and the center of the measurement space was approximately 180 cm. In the pulmonology suite the distance between the patient stretcher and the center of the measurement space was approximately 35 cm.
II.G. Robustness
We define the robustness of an EMTS as its resilience to distortions arising from tools and imaging apparatus that are introduced and removed from the work volume during the procedure. Note that a system can be inaccurate but robust, consistently reporting the same measurements in a dynamic environment. More importantly, inaccuracies of a robust system can be corrected using static correction schemes. Currently, most correction schemes [19] [20] [21] are static. This means that they assume either that no distorters are introduced or removed from the environment during the procedure or that the system is robust. This approach views the EMTS as an open loop system whose measurements can be corrected using constant correction values. In many clinical procedures one cannot guarantee that distorters will not be introduced or removed from the interventional site. It is clear that the robustness assumption is an important aspect of all static correction schemes. In our case we are primarily interested in the effects of the imaging apparatus as it is the only nonstationary instrumentation that can have a significant impact on the EMTS.
Robustness is quantified by analyzing the variability in EM measurements from two sensors during image acquisition. This setup is motivated by the use of dynamic reference frames in image-guided interventions, where all spatial data are transferred relative to a patient mounted reference frame. In our experiments we tracked two sensors placed on our anatomical phantoms at a fixed distance, of a few centimeters, from each other. We then acquired images with the specific imaging apparatus in each of our environments. If the separation between the two sensors remains constant throughout the test then imaging has no effect on tracking and the EMTS is deemed robust for our purposes.
To establish a ground truth, we first evaluate the stability of the measurements with the setup we expect to use during navigation, with all imaging apparatus far from the patient ͑the home position͒. Robustness was evaluated in each of the environments as follows.
II.G.1. Interventional radiology suite
In the interventional radiology suite the device that is potentially most disruptive to electromagnetic tracking is the C arm. To evaluate its effect on the stability of the tracking we performed the following experiment. We first acquired the ground truth measurements, tracking with the C arm at a distance of approximately 2 m from the patient location. The C arm was then moved into imaging position, approximately 50 cm from the sensor locations, and an x-ray fluoroscopy image and tracking data were simultaneously acquired for validation purposes as would be done in a navigated procedure. Finally, we acquired tracking data during a CBCT scan. The physical setup remained the same, with the only difference being the rotation of the C arm during the acquisition of the projection images. In our case, as we are interested in procedures performed in the thoracic-abdominal region we would potentially use the tracking data to acquire a respiratory gated CBCT image. For each of these experiments we computed the distance between the two sensors based on their respective transformations.
II.G.2. CT suite
In the CT suite, both the patient couch and CT gantry are potentially disruptive to electromagnetic tracking. Both these components are active while a CT scan is acquired. When CT fluoroscopy is used only the gantry rotates and the couch remains stationary. To evaluate the effect of these elements on the stability of the tracking we performed the following experiment. We first acquired ground truth measurements at the location where we expect to perform navigation, about 2 m away from the gantry. This was followed by acquisition of tracking data during CT fluoroscopy, simulating imaging performed for validation purposes in a navigated procedure. In this setup the bed was translated so that the sensors were inside the CT bore, approximately 35 cm away from the side of the bore. Finally we acquired tracking data during a CT scan, with the goal being to use the tracking data to acquire a gated CT scan for thoracic-abdominal interventions. For each of the data acquisitions we computed the distance between the two sensors based on their respective transformations.
II.G.3. Pulmonology suite
In the pulmonology suite the potentially problematic equipment is the patient's stretcher itself and the endoscope with its CRT display. In this case we acquired data before and after turning the endoscope on. This is the only environment in which the setup used for evaluating robustness coincides with the setup we intend to use during navigation. In this setup the tracked sensors are approximately 1 m away from the CRT and 35 cm away from the stretcher.
Note that in our institute the procedure is performed with the patient lying on a stretcher. Unlike the interventional radiology and CT suites where the patient couches are fixed, the stretcher model varies, as the procedure is performed on whichever stretcher the patient is being transported with. This may result in performance variability based on the stretcher type. In our case we performed the evaluation with a single stretcher type, the Hill-Rom P8000 transport stretcher ͑Batesville, IN͒. Our conclusions with regard to this environment are thus valid only for this specific configuration.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now describe how each of these systems addresses the requirements we have outlined above based on our experiments in the three clinical environments.
III.A. Refresh rate
The maximal refresh rate we obtained for the 3D Guidance system with the flat-panel field generator was approximately 160 Hz irrespective of the number of tracked sensors. The configurations with the midrange and short-range field generators were also unaffected by the number of tracked sensors, with an acquisition rate of 190 Hz.
The maximal refresh rate for the Aurora system was approximately 40 Hz, concurring with the manufacturer's specifications. This was obtained with a single sensor. When an additional 5DOF sensor was attached the refresh rate dropped to 20-25 Hz. Attaching additional sensors after this initial decrease in refresh rate did not have any effect. In further discussions with the manufacturer we were informed that the newer version of the system is able to track multiple sensors at the maximal refresh rate of 40 Hz. That system was not included in this study.
Through our extensive work developing image-guidance applications with the Aurora system we have empirically found that a refresh rate of 25-30 Hz is sufficient for dynamic guidance of a human operator, with potentially higher refresh rates required for using an EMTS in conjunction with robotic devices.
System latency was assessed qualitatively using visual inspection. Latency of the 3D Guidance system in all three configurations and of the Aurora system was found to be insignificant. That is, none of the users perceived noticeable lag between action and on screen motion. Psychophysical experiments have shown that the average just-noticeable difference for latency discrimination in virtual reality environments for head or hand movement is approximately 15-20 ms. 22 We thus conclude that the latency for all the evaluated systems is most likely less than 20 ms. As with refresh rate, using an EMTS in conjunction with a robotic device will potentially require lower latency.
III.B. Concurrency
For all of our applications we have found that we do not need to track more than eight sensors concurrently. More importantly, one of the constraints on the design of the procedure workflow was the number of tools that can be attached to the system at the same time, even when concurrent tracking is not required. Ideally, a technician attaches all tools to the control box at the beginning of the procedure and the physician utilizes them as is the case with nontracked instruments. This approach requires concurrent tracking of multiple tools even when most of them are not in use, as they should be automatically detected and tracked once the physician introduces them into the work volume.
Finally, flexible tools that contain more than a single sensor can potentially be useful for tracking internal organ mo-tion, providing input for nonrigid registration. In this case the registration result would most likely improve if more tracked points are available. Figure 6 shows a recently introduced multisensor catheter tracked by the Aurora system. The catheter has eight embedded 5DOF sensors and a diameter of approximately 2 mm. An interesting observation with regard to multisensor tools is that the minimal tool diameter is not necessarily determined by the sensor diameter, which has been the limiting factor to date. Rather, the diameter of all the wires leading from the sensors to the control box may be larger than that of a single sensor.
III.C. Working volume
The size of the manufacturer specified optimal work volume places constraints on the positioning of the field generator. When positioning the generator relative to the patient we desire an optimal setup, maximizing the overlap between the optimal work volume and the anatomical structures of interest. As the work volume is not visible, positioning the field generator is often a trial and error process for an inexperienced user.
To position the field generator a single sensor or multiple tracked sensors are placed in the expected patient location and the field generator is moved so that all of the sensors are inside the measurement volume. This can be achieved using a simple program that reports sensor locations as obtained by the tracking system with a human operator comparing them to the known optimal values or with a program displaying a graphical representation of the work volume as shown in Fig. 7 . It should be noted that this challenge is not unique to EM systems, as the working region of all tracking systems is not visible. It is simply that their small work volumes require additional care during system setup.
III.D. Obtrusiveness
The obtrusiveness of each EMTS was evaluated in our work environments with regard to its physical and electronic FIG. 6 . A catheter embedded with eight 5DOF sensors tracked by the Aurora system. The catheter is placed inside a large plastic tube for better visibility. Note that no other tool can be tracked when the catheter is being used ͑inset shows that all control box ports are in use͒. effects on the procedure, primarily the constraints introduced by the physical presence of the equipment and the electronic effect on imaging.
III.D.1. Interventional radiology suite
The interventional radiology suite is the only environment in which one has to exercise additional caution when positioning the EMTS's field generator and wires. This is primarily due to the dynamic nature of this environment, where the EMTS is positioned while the C arm is stationary. From our experience, we have found that it is not immediately evident which spatial locations will be in the path of the rotating arm during CBCT acquisitions.
In all procedures performed in the interventional radiology suite the 3D Guidance configured with flat-panel field generator does not change the access to the patient, as the field generator is placed underneath the mattress ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The 3D Guidance configured with the midrange and shortrange generators is more obtrusive. In these configurations the field generator is mounted on a passive mechanical arm positioned approximately 150 mm from the patient. This restricts physical access from certain directions but has not been a limiting factor in any of our procedures. The Aurora system is positioned similarly ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. It is slightly more intrusive than the midrange and short-range configurations due to the larger form factor of the field generator.
In this environment all of our navigated procedures utilize either preoperative CT or in situ CBCT for navigation and x-ray fluoroscopy for intraoperative imaging, validating the information presented by the navigation system.
The only system that always influences the quality of the images due to its physical presence is the 3D Guidance with the flat-panel field generator. We have found that the field generator cannot be easily moved in and out of the tracking position as it is placed underneath the patient. Thus, even if tracking is not required during image acquisition the field generator remains in the field of view of the C arm. This resulted in imaging artifacts both in the x-ray fluoroscopy images and in the CBCT data, as it is reconstructed using multiple projection images. For all other systems the presence of the field generator, mounted on the passive arm, precludes imaging from certain C-arm poses. This is not a limiting factor as long as imaging and tracking are not required simultaneously, since the field generator is easily moved out of the way.
For the 3D Guidance with flat-panel field generator no noticeable differences were visually detected when comparing the same images, x-ray and CBCT, acquired with the system turned off and during tracking. It is possible that the system electronics does add additional distortion but it is hard to detect given the existing image distortion due to the physical presence of the field generator. The 3D Guidance with midrange field generator exhibited very minor horizontal line artifacts in x-ray fluoroscopy when images were acquired during tracking. No visually noticeable artifacts were detected in the CBCT data. The 3D Guidance system with the short-range field generator exhibited horizontal line artifacts in x-ray fluoroscopy when images were acquired in conjunction with tracking. In turn, the CBCT data also exhibited visible artifacts as it is reconstructed using multiple x-ray images. The Aurora system was equivalent to the 3D Guidance with midrange field generator. Figure 8 shows example x-ray fluoroscopy images acquired for the 3D Guid- ance system with the flat-panel and short-range field generators. Figure 9 shows axial slices from CBCT reconstructions for both systems.
III.D.2. CT suite
In the needle biopsy procedures performed in the CT suite, the 3D Guidance system's flat-panel field generator is placed underneath the patient ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. This requires that the standard mattress be replaced with one which will support the patient. The curved shape of the patient couch means that using the flat-panel field generator raises the patient position, reducing the effective bore size. This is likely to cause concerns with obese patients. Both the midrange and shortrange field generators are positioned using a passive mechanical arm positioned approximately 150 mm from the patient. This restricts physical access to one side of the patient but has not been a limiting factor in this procedure as the mechanical arm and field generator are on the opposite side of the CT bed from the physician. As was the case in the interventional radiology suite, the Aurora system is similar in terms of physical obtrusiveness.
In the needle biopsy procedures there are two modes of imaging, acquisition of a preoperative CT scan and intraoperative CT fluoroscopy, real time single slice imaging. When using the 3D Guidance system with the flat-panel field generator the images always included the field generator as it is placed underneath the patient. This results in degraded images. The 3D Guidance with midrange and short-range field generators and the Aurora system are not in the field of view when imaging and thus their physical presence does not affect image quality.
In this environment image quality, both CT and CT fluoroscopy, with tracking and when the systems were off was visually similar for all EMTSs. Figure 10 shows typical CT fluoroscopy and CT images concurrently acquired with tracking for the 3D Guidance system with flat panel and for the Aurora system.
III.D.3. Pulmonology suite
In the transbronchial biopsy procedure the patient lies on a stretcher at a 45°upright angle. The 3D Guidance flatpanel field generator is physically unobtrusive as it is placed under the patient's back ͓Fig. 1͑f͔͒. When using the midrange and short-range field generators they are positioned using a passive mechanical arm attached to the stretcher's rail. This restricts physical access to one side of the patient but is not a limiting factor since the physician stands on the opposite side of the stretcher facing the bronchoscopy monitor. The Aurora setup is similar, see Fig. 1͑e͒ , leading to the same limitations.
In this environment we have found that none of the systems had any visible effect on the video images. Figure 11 shows example images acquired with and without tracking using the Aurora system.
III.E. Completeness
In each of the environments we evaluate the use of 5DOF or 6DOF sensors based on the required information and the constraints on the sensor size as imposed by the specific tools used in the procedure.
III.E.1. Interventional radiology suite
The tools that require tracking in our procedures are 18 gauge ͑diameter of 1.02 mm͒ needles for RFA and TIPS, 22 gauge ͑diameter of 0.6 mm͒ needles and a trochar with a diameter of 4.2 mm for vertebroplasty, and a catheter with a diameter of 2.3 mm for stent deployment. Given the tool and sensor sizes, some of these procedures can only utilize 5DOF sensors. Luckily, all of the tools are similar in that they are used in a way that allows us to model them as cylinders. That is, the rotation around the tool axis is not required for navigation, enabling the use of 5DOF sensors.
III.E.2. CT suite
The tools required for the biopsy procedures performed in the CT suite are 18 gauge needles as used in the procedures performed in the interventional radiology suite.
III.E.3. Pulmonology suite
The tool that we need to track for the transbronchial biopsy is a forcep that must fit through the bronchoscope's working channel. In our case, the working channel has a diameter of 2 mm, and the forceps have a sheath diameter of 1.8 mm. For this procedure we cannot use the same cylindrical model as done for other procedures. Navigation is performed using a preoperative CT in which a virtual camera is positioned in the same pose as the bronchscope's camera which is tracked relative to the forceps. The tracked forceps are thus required to provide all six degrees of freedom, as the unknown rotation around the sensor axis is similar to an unknown camera rotation around the view direction. It should be noted that while a 6DOF sensor is the first choice for such procedures, it is possible to use a 5DOF sensor to perform the tracking in combination with video-to-CT registration to compensate for the unknown rotation. 
III.F. Accuracy
The accuracy of each of the tracking systems was evaluated as described in Sec. II F. Accuracy is presented using descriptive statistics of error location and spread. Note that in some cases this concise description of the error distribution may not convey the distribution's complexity. 25 That is why for our primary work environment, the interventional radiology suite, we also provide a more detailed description of the positional error distribution in the form of histograms and plots displaying the error as a function of the distance from the field generator origin. It should be noted that in the tools we use the sensor is embedded near ͑5-10 mm͒ the tip. That is, our point of interest is close to the center of rotation. This construction mitigates errors in orientation as their effect on localizing the tip is minimized.
In the office environment the 3D Guidance systems with the midrange and short-range field generators were the most accurate with comparable performance. It should be noted that the measurements acquired using the short-range generator with its default settings vary considerably; this is mitigated by the fact that we are averaging over 100 transformations. The 3D Guidance with the flat-panel generator and the Aurora system were also comparable to each other but less accurate than the former systems. Table I summarizes the accuracy evaluation in the office environment.
The interventional radiology suite was found to be the optimal environment for tracking. Surprisingly, the tracking accuracy in this environment is equivalent or even better than the accuracy obtained in our office environment. The reason that all the systems performed well in this environment is that it can be controlled so that the distortion of the EMTS magnetic field is minimal. The C arm, which is a potential cause for distortion, can be placed in its home position, about 2 m away from the patient and EMTS location. In addition, the region of the patient table over which the EMTS work volume is positioned is suspended in midair. Table II summarizes the accuracy evaluation in the interventional radiology suite. The 3D Guidance with short-range and midrange field generators were the most accurate in this environment, with the Aurora and 3D Guidance with flatpanel field generator having comparable accuracy. On the other hand, the 3D Guidance with short-range field generator was the least stable system. That is, measurements fluctuated considerably but when averaged gave excellent accuracy. Figures 12 and 13 provide a more detailed description of the positional error distribution in the form of histograms and plots displaying the error as a function of the distance from the field generator origin.
In the CT suite there are two primary causes of electromagnetic distortion, the patient couch and the CT gantry. In practice, navigation is performed as far as possible from the CT gantry, so that the couch is the primary reason for degraded accuracy. Table III summarizes the accuracy evaluation in the CT suite. In this environment the 3D Guidance with flat panel was the most accurate. Note that the main cause of the distortion is the couch mechanism that is underneath the field generator, which complies with the assumptions underlying the use of the flat-panel generator. The 3D Guidance with short-range field generator and the Aurora system had comparable accuracy. The 3D Guidance with midrange provided slightly more accurate results.
In the pulmonology suite the primary source of distortion is the patient stretcher. In our case we evaluated accuracy with the Hill-Rom ͑Batesville, IN͒ P8000 transport stretcher. Table IV summarizes the accuracy evaluation in the pulmonology suite. In this environment the 3D Guidance with short-range and midrange field generators and the Aurora were comparable and more accurate than the 3D Guidance with flat-panel field generator.
III.G. Robustness
Robustness of the EMTS was evaluated in all three clinical environments as described in Sec. II G. As we are only interested in the effect the imaging apparatus has on tracking, we start the data acquisition several seconds before image acquisition. The data are then demeaned using the mean distance computed from the first 2 s. This removes the effect of the specific sensor to sensor distance from the experiments, as the actual distance between sensors varied between experiments.
We first evaluated robustness in the interventional radiology suite. At the home position the C arm is approximately 2 m away form the measurement location. The standard deviation of the distances between the two sensors as measured by the 3D Guidance system with flat-panel, midrange, and short-range field generators were 0.12, 0.13, and 0.61 mm, respectively. The standard deviation obtained with the Aurora system was 0.05 mm. We then acquired data for the two sensors during acquisition of a fluoroscopy image and during a 20 s CBCT scan as described in Sec. II G. Figure 14 presents the demeaned distance plots for all systems. We conclude that the 3D Guidance with flat-panel field generator is overall the most robust system, resulting in stable results even during a CBCT scan. The 3D Guidance midrange generator and Aurora are robust to x-ray fluoroscopy imaging but not to CBCT acquisition, exhibiting measurement fluctuations. The 3D Guidance system with short-range field generator exhibited fluctuations for all experimental setups. This is consistent with its accuracy evaluation. That is, the measurements fluctuate considerably when using the default settings even in the home position but when averaged are accurate.
We then repeated the experiment in the CT suite. At the home position, the measurement space is approximately 2 -3 m away from the CT gantry. The standard deviations of the distance between the two sensors as measured by the 3D Guidance system with flat-panel, midrange, and short-range field generators are 0.10, 0.17, and 0.38 mm, respectively. The standard deviation obtained with the Aurora system was 0.04 mm. We then acquired data for the two sensors during acquisition of a CT fluoroscopy image and during a CT scan as described in Sec. II G. Figure 15 presents the demeaned distance plots for all systems. From these experiments we see that the only system that is robust in all setups is the 3D Guidance with flat-panel field generator. All other systems were only stable at home position, the region away ͑2-3 m͒ from the CT gantry in which we perform navigated procedures. It should be noted that the majority of data acquisition attempts with the Aurora system, in the vicinity of the gantry, failed. Finally, we evaluated the robustness in the pulmonology suite. We acquired tracking data with the endoscope initially turned off and then turned it on. All systems were stable except for a single outlying measurement acquired by the 3D Guidance with the short-range field generator. This is consistent with its fluctuations as seen in all other experiments. The standard deviations of the distance between the two sensors as measured by the 3D Guidance system with flat-panel, midrange, and short-range field generators were 0.07, 0.06, and 0.13 mm, respectively. The standard deviation obtained with the Aurora system was 0.03 mm.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the past electromagnetic tracking system evaluation has focused on the system's accuracy and ability to deal with the presence of electromagnetic field distorting objects. This type of assessment alone is insufficient for the clinical environment.
Based on our experience using electromagnetic tracking in the clinical environment we have compiled a more comprehensive list of requirements. These should be assessed on a per procedure basis and include ͑1͒ the system's refresh rate, ͑2͒ the number of sensors that can be tracked concurrently, ͑3͒ the size of the tracking volume, ͑4͒ the obtrusiveness of the system, ͑5͒ the sensor size and the information provided by the sensors ͑5DOF or 6DOF͒, ͑6͒ the tracking accuracy, and ͑7͒ the system robustness.
In this work we assessed the 3D Guidance EMTS with flat-panel, midrange, and short-range field generators and the Aurora EMTS. Each system was found to have certain strengths and weaknesses, but no single system was optimal across environments and procedures.
All systems provided a sufficient refresh rate for our purposes. The number of concurrently tracked sensors was also sufficient for our procedures. The tracking volumes provided by the systems was found to be sufficient for our procedures, although the 3D Guidance with flat panel and the Aurora system were easier to position as their optimal work volumes are larger than the 3D Guidance with midrange and shortrange generators. Both the 3D Guidance and Aurora systems are wired, requiring care on the part of the medical staff when moving around the patient, so they do not lose their footing. Note that this is no different than wired optical systems that are in common use in image-guided interventions.
From an imaging standpoint we have found that the 3D Guidance with flat panel is very obtrusive for x-ray based imaging, as the field generator is always in the field of view. We have also found that the other systems do reduce the quality of x-ray projection images but to a much lesser extent. The sensor sizes available with both the 3D Guidance and the Aurora system and the information they provide, 5DOF or 6DOF, are sufficient for most of our procedures. The only case where we are limited is in our bronchoscopy procedure where we combine a 5DOF with image based registration to obtain the full 6DOF. Both the 3D Guidance and Aurora systems were found to be sufficiently accurate for our purposes. This is primarily due to our ability to control the environment so that the guided intervention is performed in a region with minimal distortion. It should be noted that the measurements acquired with the 3D Guidance with shortrange field generator fluctuated considerably, but that the system was deemed accurate using our protocol, as we average 100 consecutive samples. Finally, we evaluated the robustness of each system by concurrently acquiring data and imaging with apparatus that introduce severe distortions to the magnetic field. The only system that was found to be robust in all environments is the 3D Guidance with flat-panel field generator.
From this work it is clear that a holistic evaluation of EMTS is necessary. This is exemplified by the assessment of the 3D Guidance system with the flat-panel field generator. In the CT suite, this system proved to be the most accurate and robust; however, it was also the most obtrusive with regard to imaging. Thus the clinical utility of this system can only be determined based on all of the factors we have enumerated. In this case it is up to the physician to approve the use based on their perception of the image quality.
We have also shown that generalizing conclusions with regard to system utility is hard, as the requirements and constraints of the various clinical environments and procedures vary considerably. Often ones expectations are not met, with evaluation performed in one environment not reflecting the system's behavior in another one. In our case we were favorably surprised to find that navigation accuracy was higher in the interventional radiology suite than in the office environment which we initially considered the optimal environment for EM navigation.
While none of the systems we evaluated was optimal across environments and procedures they are applicable to specific interventions in specific environments. We have found that minor modifications in current clinical practice can considerably improve system utility. This is exemplified by our institutional review board approved clinical trial for navigated lung biopsy procedures in the CT suite environment using the Aurora EMTS. In this case standard clinical practice is to perform the biopsy with the patient in the CT bore using CT fluoroscopy. By simply moving the patient bed away from the CT gantry after data acquisition we are able to perform the navigated procedure, whereas close to the gantry, the Aurora system fails to perform tracking. We thus conclude that judicious use of EMTS can benefit many clinical interventions.
